Large data volumes, flexible drill-down analysis and short query response times, which are predominant characteristics of Scientific and Statistical Data Base (SSDB) applications, require new optimization techniques as compared to traditional DBMS. This paper describes formally an optimization approach in the SSDB domain which is based on the re-use of materialized results offormer queries to process aggregate queries along a classi$cation hierarchy. The description of the approach is embedded in the CROSS-DB model (which stands for Classification-oriented, Redundancybased Optimization of Scientzj% and Statistical DataBases). It will be shown that the approach taken can improve query response time by orders of magnitude while adding tolerable storage and maintenance overhead to the database.
Introduction
With an increasing interest in "data warehousing", the domain of scientific and statistical computing applications comes to a rejuvenation. Within this application area, new requirements and characteristics arise which cannot be handled by state-of-the-art database systems in an appropriate manner. For example, one specific new requirement at the internal level of SSDBMS is to handle huge volumes of multi-dimensional data in a storage media hierarchy. The characteristics of such data are mainly bulk updates in an append-only manner, i.e. after a data production step outside of the database tool, the data items do not change any more. This fact may be exploited by using special file organization techniques, which yield significantly better performance for these applications than regular file systems. On the logical level, application-oriented data modeling and access facilities are needed to directly support aggregation-oriented "drill down" analysis operators. Proceedings Many commercial database system vendors try to overcome the problems mentioned above by adding a "warehousing-conform" analysis and user front-end tool on top of their (mostly relational) database systems. While such an approach may be feasible from a functional point of view, we strongly believe that for modeling and performance reasons, the requirements and characteristics as a whole demand a specialized database system architecture with an appropriate data model at the conceptual level, intelligent internal storage subsystems for integrating heterogeneous data media like tape drives at the internal level, and new, powerful optimization algorithms for "drill-down" 'analysis of aggregating queries. An approach of such a new optimization algorithm is formally described in this paper. The basic idea is to give up the principle of non-redundant data storage by explicitly materializing results of former queries and reusing these materialized data efficiently for the processing of new queries.
In the following, we use the results of a joint research project between our institute and a large European market research company to motivate the optimization approach taken in this paper (for details see [ 111) . Within the project, a representative set of 17 market analysis queries for a raw data base with four million tupels was implemented twice on top of a relational database system. In one implementation, the queries were seen isolated from one another and the computation was strictly based on raw data. In the second implementation, all queries were seen in a common context; therefore, the interdependencies between the different queries were carefully analyzed. Based on the dependencies identified, a globally optimized aggregationbased query plan was developed to test the effects of reusing materialized query results from queries run previously. The query runtime measurements can be summarized as follows. The query execution times for the first implementation were typically in a range from several minutes to a couple of hours. In the second approach, all aggregation levels must be filled in the worst case which yields more or less equal run times as compared to the first approach. However, once the aggregation levels are filled and stored in the database, a query in the optimized context can make use of one or more materializations which drastically reduces raw data accesses and, in turn, query execution times. Thus, by an additional storage overhead of 40%, the runtimes of queries could be reduced from hours to seconds in many cases.
Structure of the Paper
This paper illustrates a generic, i.e. application independent version of an optimization algorithm based on the data aggregation concept described above. The algorithm is embedded into the common multi-dimensional data and access model ( [12] ). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, an overview on related work is given. Section 3 presents the key issues of the CROSS-DB data and access model which are needed to understand the optimization algorithm. Section 4 formalizes the notion of classification hierarchies, whereas section 5 details the multidimensional view in a formal manner. Section 6 sketches the optimization algorithm which is formally described in section 7. The last section gives an extended runtime example of the algorithm. The paper concludes by giving a summary and an outlook on current and ongoing work.
Related Work
Query optimizing has a long tradition wrt. to Relational Database Systems. The focus of optimization strategies is on efficient join execution strategies, specifically in distributed systems. The main approach in traditional query optimization is to generate alternative query execution plans and to select a 'good' one from the set of semantically equivalent plans. With the arising problem area of data warehousing, optimizing strategies for queries including aggregation and group-by operators came into focus ([[2] ], [7] ). The optimization approach described in [ 161, for example, is based on pushing and pulling aggregation operators wrt. join operations in the query execution plan. A general overview of such techniques can be found in [5] which particularly covers cost-based evaluations of aggregate queries.
Another stream of query optimization work stems from the domain of statistical and scientific database (SSDB) systems. A lot of different SSDB models have been proposed since the early 1980's (e.g. [33, [lo] , [ 131 and [15] ). Most of these models emphasize the use of materialized summary data to speed up query execution times. In realistic SSDB applications, it is not feasible to calculate and materialize all possible aggregations in the multidimensional data space. The approach of [9] and [8] pick-up this problem and specifies algorithms which determine the views (and the corresponding indices) to be materialized.
The fundamental problem with materializing only selected summaries which have a high potential for reuse is that only those new queries which are aware of the currently available materializations get a better performance, thus reducing query flexibility. For arbitrary new queries, the system should support the process of identifying matching summary candidates. In the 'Summary Data Model' ([6] ), this matching process is based on logical predicates describing the new queries and the content of the materialized summaries in the database. As predicate matching is undecidable in the general case, special measures have to be taken to make the problem tractable. This, however, significantly complicates the model. The only new known approach of 'Optimizing Queries with Materialized Views' ([4] ) solves the problem at the relational join plan construction level by introduction of an explicit maptable for mapping corresponding attribute identifier. In analogy to this approach technique, we have chosen to use an extensional search process for optimization at a higher level and in the multidimensional context. Exploiting the semantic relationships among quantifying data, we can provide maximal performance for arbitrary queries in a sound, algorithmic way.
The Multidimensional Data Model
This section prepares for the multi-dimensional understanding of the optimization algorithm detailed in the second part of this paper. In particular, this section first introduces the notions of qualifying and quantifying data. After the presentation of the ongoing example, quantifying data (cells) and qualifying data (classification hierarchies) are illustrated.
Qualifying and Quantifying Data
Within the Multi Dimensional Data Model, the distinction between quantifying and qualifying data is fundamental. Quantifying data represent the empirical data values measured in the application, e.g. sales values for our marketing example, and aggregated values derived from them, e.g. the total of sales in a specific product group. Qualifying data describe the application's domain and are used for accessing the right quantifying data items during an analysis process. For example, the sales figures may be characterized by product, shop and time information. In the multi-dimensional CROSS-DB model, each dimension specifying a perspective of an application's world is regarded as being logically independent from the others.
Sample Query
The following discussions are accompanied by an ongoing sample query to illustrate the multi-dimensional approach taken in this paper. The sample query is specified in CQL (Cube Query Language), a multi-dimensional extension of SQL which was developed in [l] . The query computes the overall sales figures for all consumer electronic product main groups of all german shops for the last year. To reflect the multi-dimensional view, quantifying data corresponding to the measured raw data values which have to be analyzed in the application are called cells. A cell belongs to an n-dimensiona data space with a fixed granularity. In our market research example, raw data values correspond to sales figures taken on a daily, shop-and product-wise basis, respectively. The sales figures are stored in cells called SALES.
Operators in the CROSS-DB model work on the multidimensional cells and result in a transformation of the cells from one data cube into a (possibly) different one. Two different kinds of operators are distinguished. Cell-oriented operators, which are similar to relational joins, are used to combine quantifying data from one or more cells into a new value, e.g. weighting a single sales value with a shop-specific factor. The cells resulting from a cell-oriented operator are of equal or even finer granularity as the original cell. The second and, in the context of this paper, much more interesting kind of operators are called aggregating operators. These operators condense, i.e. aggregate detailed values into some few, but characteristic values. The sample query above shows a typical example of such an operator. In this example, all single sales figures are summed up to sales figures for all product main groups in Germany for the whole year 1996. The target granularity of aggregating operators has to be explicitly specified which is done in the upto-clause.
Qualifying Data (Classification Hierarchies)
Typically, qualifying data is arranged in a classification hierarchy, representing logical data clustering. For example, single products may be classified into product groups and these, in turn, into product areas, and so on. The use of classifications allows a powerful and userfriendly addressing scheme and serves as a base for query-optimization.
DEFINITION:A clusstjkation hierarchy is a tree of instances x where the leaves are factual instances representing real things in the user's world. The inner nodes are normative instances describing and structuring the world of interest. Each grouping step of a set of children to a common parent node in the hierarchy reflects a process of generalization ( [14] ).
Figure 1 b) shows a possible classification for product information. For example, the product identifiers TR7.5, TS-45, etc. build the set of factual instances which are classified into normative instances like camcorder, homeVCR's, and so on. Furthermore, video is a shortcut for camcorders and horneVeR's. In the opposite direction, video is said to be some kind of consumer electronics. Each of the instances is used in a multidimensional context like a primary key value for addressing a specific quantifying data element. Referring again to the ongoing example of Figure 3 .1, all single products have the finest granularity. The next layer with the normative instances camcorder, homeVCR etc. possesses a product group granule of 1. The layer of video is assigned the product main group granule (2). In general, every generalization process causes a coarser granule. This definition allows for several categorizations being based upon the same set of factual instances. In the ongoing example, single articles can be clustered by product groups, as is shown in Figure 1 , but also by different brands or different producer countries.
Well-formed Classification Hierarchies
As classification hierarchies are a fundamental prerequisite for the optimization algorithm described later in this paper, we want them to fulfil the specific requirement of forming a partitioning, balanced classification tree. Thus, we have to specify some additional constraints for the definition given above. The quite formal description is necessary to be able to precisely describe the optimization approach later on, which is based on these classification hierarchies.
NOTATION:TO identify single instances within the set of all instances wrt. a specific granularity, the elements are enumerated. This position number k is appended to the instance notation (a'). Note that the index does not impose any ordering on the elements; it serves only for reference purposes.
NOTATION:The set of child instances xi-i of an instance ai is denoted by k~i-l with ml-' describing its cardinality; to remain consistent with set operations, the set with the single element ,.$-I is called k~i = ~~~-i).
EXAMPLE:F~~~T~ 2 illustrates the parent/child relationships for the product main groups video and audio. video, addressed with ix*, is the parent node for the product groups camcorders and homeVCR's which are collected in the set 'x*. In analogy, *x1 covers all product groups belonging to the audio main group denoted by *x2. In general, the set with the subsumed child nodes possesses the same position number as the parent node.
LEMMA: The cardinality of all instances with granularity i is denoted by m' and recursively computed by: Figure 2 , the number of all video product groups m: =2, the number of all audio product groups rnk = 3. The total of all product groups is the m-times sum of the cardinalities of all product group partitions, where m is the number of different main groups. In general, this fact that the number of the partitions at granularity level i-l is equal to number of instances at granularity level i is illustrated in Figure 3 .
DEFINITION:Forall ~~~t,....mi~l),therelat~onz(~i.
-xi-t ) between tw instances $ and $ -t only golds if ,$ -' is child of ai; the relauon ~(8, k~i -' ) is fulfilled if for all $ -t E ,$ -' the relation z(& , I$ -1 ) holds.
LEMMA: A classification hierarchy is well-fanned, that means partitioned and balanced, if the following assumptions hold:
Except for the "*"-element, every instance is assigned to a parent node. V& 3kXim1:kXiw1 +0e,Z(&,,X'-')(O<iIN) Except for the leaf nodes, every instance is a parent node. vklXJ vk2X' (k, + kz): kl x'n @XJ =0
(1 S k,,k, S m') and (0 5 i < N) Two child sets do not overlap.
In Figure 3 , a classification tree illustrating the for-. . ma1 notation is depicted. At the top layer, the set 1~~ is equal to the single "*" instance ,sI' . At the granularity level N-l, the set I~N-l covers all instances subsumed by "*". This process goes on iteratively down to the finest granularity level 0. At this level, the number of sets of instances is equal to the number of instances at granularity level 1.
The formal notion introduced above suffices for the purpose of describing the query optimization approach later in this paper. A feature-extended notion of dimensions and classification hierarchies can be found in [LeRT%d] . The feature notion significantly extends the modeling capabilities of the CROSS-DB model, but does not affect the core of the query optimization approach. Therefore, the feature notion is omitted here for the sake of readability. Figure 4 shows the three-dimensional granularity context stretched by the above query with the three different categorizations at the edges of the space. Every point in the granularity context corresponds to an ndimensional data cube which holds quantifying data of that particular granularity. In our example, the granularity point with.the coordinates product, day and shop references a data cube holding daily sales figures for every shop and every product. On the "other end", the coordinates country, year and maingroup identify the data Figure 4 : Sample Granulan'ty Context cube for the query's resulting cells. In general, the granularity context of a query builds the frame for all referencable data cubes in that query.
As stated before, a set of cells is valid only in a specific granularity context, e.g. SALES values are referencable only in a three-dimensional data cube with granularities of shop, day and product. A single cell is addressed by multiple instances of a classification hierarchy from different dimensions. To reflect this multi-dimensional view, all notations introduced in Section 3 are expanded by a further index j denoting the j-th dimension of the multi-dimensional context. These indices again imply no ordering but help to avoid a further index level representing the set-oriented combination of all participating dimensions. The dimension's assignment of the position j is chosen arbitrarily, but remains fixed within a particular query context. 
Query Optimization Algorithm
As stated already in the introductory section, the idea of query optimization in the CROSS-DB model approach is very simple, yet very efficient ([12] ). The general idea of the query optimization algorithm is to materialize results of aggregation operations and reuse these materializations efficiently for answering new aggregating queries. This section will explain the structure of the optimization algorithm but will not detail any implementation issues.
Materialization of Aggregated Data
Before using materialized data, the question arises when and which data are stored to serve as a basis for efficient reuse. The simple case is when the DBA explicitly runs a normal query tagged to get materialized. This allows to explicitly support queries which are important from an application's point of view. In the dynamic case, the materialization component analyses statistical information from the query parser and generates synthetic queries based on the frequency in which certain values are addressed by different queries together with a set of build-in rules. Queries producing aggregated values which have been decided to get materialized in the database are also tagged and handled by the database system in a completely normal way, except that the results are materialized.
Additivity of Operators
An important mathematical assumption wrt. aggregation operators is the concept of additivity. Additivity of a function means that a repeated aggregation process along a classification hierarchy with multiple intermediate results is equal in result to a single aggregation process going from source to target granularity in one step. For example, calculating the sum of sales for a product area may be done by either summing up the main group values and these, in turn, by product group values or by directly using the individual product sales figures on the raw data level. The latter way is applicable without precondition, whereas the former one depends on the availability of the intermediate sum values. However, if some or all of these are available in the database, the number of data elements touched by a specific query is decreased significantly.
Additivity is a conditio sine qua non for data reusability, i.e. the results of non-additive functions are of no use wrt. query optimization. This implies, that only the results of additive aggregation operators like SUM, MIN, MAX and COUNT should be stored in the database. For non-additive operators, it is quite often possible to find a functionally equivalent combination of additive operations which yield the same result. The AVG operator is an example of such an operator: it may be expressed by a combination of the additive operators SUM and COUNT. The COUNT operator itself is not additive, but can be made additive in the following way. If a counting operator is processed once, its results have to be summed up to get higher-aggregated count values for the original dataset.
Finding Materialized Data
The use of an aggregation operator stretches a convex hull in the granularity context from the granularity of the source cell to the explicitly specified target cells. Every data cube corresponding to a point in this convex granularity hull may have data reusable by the query. To find these data elements, the algorithm detailed in this section visits the points in the convex granularity hull to find the "best" materialized data partitions. This search process needs a function informing the optimizing process of the existance of an usable precalculated cell. This function is not part of the optimizer but has to be efficiently implemented inside the special meta data subsystem, called materialized data information system (MDIS). The parameters specifying the original cell and the operator applicable to that cell were omitted within a single optimization process for the sake of readability.
EXAMPLE: Referring to the ongoing example, the function h(consumerelectmnic.s, Germany, 1996) would result in 1 if the systems holds a cell containing a SUM compatible result based on the cells SALES.
This function will be invoked repetitively by hashbased search algorithms which operates on a bit-string coding of qualifying information and a O/l-matrix for quantifying information which leads to bit-wise logical test operations for testing candidate aggregates.
Sketch of the Algorithm
Before going into a detailed formal description of the optimization algorithm, we briefly outline the basic idea of the algorithm. The search for matching aggregated data values already existing in the database starts from the coarsest data cube wrt. the aggregating query's granularity context. The first step of the algorithm is to visit all data cubes which are directly neighbored in the granularity context. For every one-step finer data cube, the data partition is selected which is covered in the original data cube by a coarser selection criteria. For these data partitions, the number of cells which remain to be calculated for computing the coarser result is determined. Based on these counts, the 'best' neighbored data cube is chosen. For all cells not already computed in that data cube, the algorithm is called recursively. The algorithm stops if all cells addressed in a data cube's partition are computed or the finest granularity according to the participating categorizations is reached.
Expanding Cell Specifications
For controlling the expansion of a single cell into all data partitions being neighbored in the granularity space, a coding mechanism is used which is based on the binary representation of a so-called coding value K. With n denoting the number of dimensions and K ranging from 1 to 2"-1, all neighbored granularity spaces of the original space (addressed with K=O) can be addressed.
NOTATION:For a coding number K, (K)j E (OJ) denotes the j-th position in the binary representation of K (1 Sjln),(l <K<2"-1).
Note that the position number j in the above notation corresponds to the position number j of a single dimension within an coordinate vector (Section 5). The granularity context associated with a data cell specified in a query, forms the zero-point for the addressing mechanism. K=5 indicates that search has descended to the next lower granularity level already for dimensions 1 and 3, as the binary representation of 5 is 1012, which can be addressed with the notation above for j ranging from 1 to 3 to: Figure 5 details the coding mechanism. Every cube in the direct neighborhood of a specific granularity cube with the granules [i,, .,,,$,I is addressed depending on the coding value K by the j-th granularity specification ij minus .
EXAMPLE:& intermediate value of
With help of the coding value K, all logical descendents of an instance rxj' wrt. to the classification hierarchy can be addressed during the course of the optimization process. of all descendants of yxl with a lower granu artty.
For the sake of readability, the parameter (K) is omitted in the case of fixed values of K within the context using this notation.
NOTATI?N:ln analogy to the notation above, the term c kj~y represents the cardinality of dk.x? . In case of JJ no expansion of dimension j, the expression c .x. results in 1, otherwise in the cardinality of kJT XV -' . The specification of the coding value K is kil omitted again if the value of K is clear out of the context.
EXAMPLE: Substitute j = I and i, = 3 (denoting the product main groups of the product dimension) and k, = I which evaluates .,? = txt3 to {consumer electronits). 4J
With K = 5 CkjxJf(K) results in all product main groups subsumed by consumer electronics because (K)j = (5)i is equal to 1. In the same way, c~x: (K) results in the number of all product main groups subsumed under consumer electronics. EXAMPLE:T~~ cell holding the totals of all consumer electronics product sales in Germany for the year 1996 is specified with the vector (1x13,6x,3,9x33) = ((consumer elecrr), (Germany), (1996) ). With a coding value of K=O, this address specification is equal to the expresston (dtxi3, dsxZ3, dgx33)0. With 1c =5 =IOI,, the address specification of the same cell can be expanded to (d,x13, d,xz3, d9x33) To compute the number of cells already existing at a specific granularity level, the following notation for substituting variables is useful. LEMMA: The number of cells already computed and reusable for the primary calculation for a specific and the address specificais computed by summing up at mmation results of the materialization information function h() defined at the beginning of this section, i.e.
The parameters of the function h are substituted according to the coding value K. If the j-th dimension does not have to be expanded, the upper bound of the j-th sum,, c~x,?(K), is set to 1 and the j-th parameter SkixT(K) of the function h() is set to the original instance kix:, which was not expanded. According to Figure 6 , counting the existing and reusable calculations leads to query all combinations of monthly sales per product main group in Germany. Assuming 10 different product groups, the counting algorithm searching for all combinations of ((Audio, Video, . ..) . (Germany) With the notations and lemmata given above, the recursive optimization algorithm can be specified. Because the main algorithm proceeds for a single cell, the following algorithm calls the optimization for every cell of the specified data partition which still has to be computed. The parameter list of the following algorithm Executing at most n-times a loop over all single cells of the multidimensional data cube which is addressed by the parameters, the algorithm calls the main algorithm FindBestQueryPath for those cells which for which the aggregated data value is not found in the database. Because the classification hierarchies in all dimensions do not overlap, the computations work on disjoint partitions and can be executed independently, i.e. in parallel.
The main algorithm decides in which granularity the current cell will be expanded and activates recursively the computation for all cells not yet computed within the finer data cube. The algorithm is parameterized by the address specification of the target cell. In the following, the different selection criterion steps are described in detail. Check whether the termination condition of the recursive invocation of the algorithm is still satisfied by checking all granularity specifications to be greater than one :
for j = 1 to n if ij =-1 break if j > n return l Visit all neighbored data cubes and calculate the expense for the requiredcell by building the ratio of the number of all cells already existing and all possible cells of the corresponding data cube. This is done by referring to the functions HK and CK defined above:
Build the set ofi1 one-step t?ner data partitions with the best ratio of cells remaining to compute. If there is exactly one best neighbored data cube, call the algorithm for all cells not already computed:
Restrict all "best" neighbors to the coarsest ones to minimize the depth of the at most n-time calling loop of the algorithm SplitIntoCellQueries. This is evaluated by summing up the digits of the binary representation of the data cube's coding value:
If there are more than one "best" and "coarsest" data cubes, choose randomly a neighbor: Visit all seven neigbored data cubes with different instance expansions (see Figure 5 and Figure 6 ). We are currently working on extending the central function h() answering the question whether a materialization exists and is usable for computing a specific cell value. This function should not simply give a yes or no answer. In the positive case, the function should return the access cost to the corresponding data elements. These costs have to reflect mainly the storage media characteristics, i.e. storage cost and access time to different media like main memory, disks and tapes and also the transmission costs from remote storage hosts.
Summary and Future Work
In this paper, a query optimization approach is presented which is used at our institute as a reference algorithm for designing a cost-based query engine for scientific database management systems. The idea of reusing precalculated query results in a multi-dimensional context is formally described.
Currently, we have implemented a Perl-based simulator for the query optimization algorithm and are going to implement it within the context of the CUBESTAR project currently being performed at our institute. The program retrieves the qualifying information from a "master data subsystem" based on the Oracle 7.3 Relational Database System. Quantifying information is stored in a dedicated storage subsystem currently being developed at our institute. The next steps wrt. to the optimization algorithm are to do some probabilistic analysis addressing the view update problem for materializing query results in case of base data updates. Additionally, we plan to implement an extended algorithm which is able to handle access costs and flexible data clustering methods.
